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Involve your child in the joy of learning the ABC's with these flash cards in Spanish and English. Our
Alphabet flash cards bring skills such as memory, listening, and movement into each fun-filled
lesson. Children will get to know phonics and be able to connect letter sounds with objects in both
Spanish and English: B is for boat (barca), for example. They will also learn that each letter is a
symbol that can be memorized. Features include all uppercase & lowercase letters, thick, glossy
cardstock and bilingual parent cards. Reinforces the following skills: ESL; language immersion;
alphabet; bilingual alphabet; Spanish-English alphabet; letters; letter-picture association;
word-picture association; letter-object association.
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They used words that went with the letters but they were not commonly used words in neither
english or spanish. Didnt provide any kind of pronunciation breakdown. Had to rely on the internet in
order to teach my toddler. Otherwise the cards are of good quality

I am bilingual, but have not used Spanish in a long time and the old saying "If you don't use it, you
lose itâ€• really does apply. In any case, this set of flashcards are GREAT for visual reinforcement
and for studying at work or wherever you're at. I am now introducing my kids to Spanish and this is
helping them understand the Spanish alphabet. My kids are 5-12 and they enjoy the flash cards. I
hope this helps!JPM

The quality of the cards isn't the best. They are made from thin cardboard. But, they are decent
cards, and I think they will help. For $3, and free shipping, I really can't complain. I'm glad I bought
them.

The flash cards are nice and simple with good pictures. The only reason I did not give it 5 stars is
because there are some cards that even I am not familiar with - like a Walia?? What the heck is
that? I ended up pulling those cards out of the deck.

Love these! I am using them with my three year old, I don't recommend any younger, I had bought a
different set a year ago which she destroyed (but oh well, it helped to learn her alphabet); it is
colorful, simple and it comes with two sets of 26 cards!:)

These are a good size for taking along to the park or practicing on a long drive - keeping the kids
entertained as they learn. Some of the translations aren't exactly the word I would have used - but
these are just minor variants and they can be used to teach kids how rich the Spanish language is
and how different countries/regions have their own way of saying things.

They get the point across I guess, but these are ideal for older children (5-6) since the material is
only slightly thicker than an index card. They would not survive the wrath of an infant or toddler.

Large colorful heavy-paper flashcards that are easy to use with students. However, some words are
difficult for young learners while others are obscure and not necessarily known by most students.
E.g., "boat" is great for the letter "B", but something like "ant" might be better with the letter "A" than
"armadillo". "Kimono" and "quetzal" aren't even words that you'd expect to be commonly known by
elementary school age students.
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